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Abstract: Quantum optical systems and devices were analyzed to verify theories both predicting
new particles on flat spacetime, and for the verification of Planck-scale physics for cosmological
investigation.
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1. Introduction

The origin of galaxies can be testified [1] through semianalytic calculations for the growth of
supermassive black holes to discriminate between seeding models and pertinent accretion modes
according to the abundances and maximum masses of the formers.

Information about interstellar gas in high-redshift galaxies [2] is relevant in providing the tools
for the numerical simulation of pressure and energy and verifying the behavior of their celestial
bodies. The evolution of galactic structures and their compact objects in the vicinity of galaxy
centers, as well as the refinements of General Relativity (GR)tests [3], can be achieved by accurately
measuring the frequencies of the periapsis and Lense–Thirring precessions. By means of a single, linear
interferometer [4], the evolution of a binary system can be followed as described by their leading-order
quadrupole gravitational radiation by calculating the source rate (of gravitational radiation) and the
observation range. For coalescing neutron-star binary systems, optimization of recycling frequency
values can be calculated in the cases of the maximization of the detections rate or of the measurement
precision. The signal-to-noise ratio is improved in longer-time observations. Signal and noise
superpositions constitute probability volumes iff the likelihood ratio (i.e., the noise-to-signal ratio) has
a single extremum that either is close to the physical state of the signal or its series converges close to
the latter. Correlation coefficients and standard deviation should be accurate enough to compensate for
the neglect of the first Post-Newtonian (PN) order in source modelization. The properties of galaxies
and celestial bodies can also be accounted for by hypothesizing the existence of new particles and/or
novel features of existing particles. Such analyses allow one to exploit the specificities of particles and
of their aggregation states to further modelize the known characteristics of such bodies.

The studiedoptical quantum systems that rise by the quantum properties of particles, as well
as those caused by the quantum-gravitational nature of spacetime and their interaction, allow
one to also exploit such quantum properties for phenomena taking place at scales larger than the
Planckian. Lab experiments aimed at verifying these descriptions, as well as observational surveys for
astrophysical phenomena, are therefore affected by the quantum description of particles and spacetime
in the resulting optical systems [5–8]. The role of possible modifications of the dispersion relations
(such as those porposed in [9]) are therefore to be restricted to the analyzed length scales.
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The quantum description of spacetime at scales larger than Planck length can give rise to
phenomena ascribed to the semiclassical nature of the spacetime as well as its quantum properties,
which affect the description of physical phenomena above the Planckian scale. The evidence
for new physical phenomena at any scale larger than the Planckian can be described after the
phenomenological description of effective quantum properties of spacetime in the solution to the
gravitational-field equations.

The macroscopic appearance of the present universe as well as its matter content can
therefore be completed with the quantum corrections to the associated optical systems, to which
quantum-gravitational resulting corrections can also be applied.

For rapidly rotating stars, high angular resolution observations at near-IR regions and
temperature-difference detection between the poles and the equator are possible through these
techniques [10]. It is therefore possible to verify rotational instabilities by analysing the nature
of emissions and their asymmetry, and the mass-loss rate, in order to measure the critical speed of
the stellar wind(s)—by the brightness of the blobs, their size, and their morphology—at the poles
(that characterizes and accompany these events).

A laser-based system was designed [11] that, with the calibration of interferometers, is able to
compensate for dispersive technologies. The resulting device is suited for exoplanet detection by
stellar spectroscopy and velocimetry.

Active Galatic Nuclei (AGN’s) milliarcsecond-emission regions were shown to provide data
for measuring the mass function of quasar black holes [12]. This is achieved by combining
the phases observed in two identical telescopes to control the anisotropy of the UV emission
(i.e., from interstellar medium). At these frequencies, an interferometer-based baseline can individuate
the shape of the line-emitting region. The ratio of the total emission flux to that measured through a
single instrument sets a lower bound to the size of the region. The continuum spectrum does differently
correspond to the star background in the considered galaxy and/or continuum light scattered from
the nucleus.

By combining three telescopes, it is possible to calculate the phase off-set for a baseline
interferometer [13]. This techniques allows with the precision to resolve a pointlike source position of
a celestial body such as an Earth-like planet within the Solar System.

The devices of very-long-baseline interferometry are equipped [14] to routine disk-based recording
systems for Gbps data rates by both cm and mm networks. For this, receiver systems and coherence
time improve both baseline and image/noise sensitivity for fiber-based communication networks and
real-time networks in order to access the radio detection of microJy sky pixels to analyze needed sources,
such that phase-referencing preparation should not be especially required before each self-calibration
of the chosen target.

The Sagnac-Fabry-Pérot interferometer [15] is a device eligible both for the detection of
gravitational waves and as an instrument for particle physics experiments.

The paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, several models predicting new features for particles, fundamental-symmetry

violations, and new particles are reviewed, and alternative verification experiments are proposed,
for which at least some features of these models can be tested.

In Section 3, cosmological theories for Solar System planet and exoplanet formation are revised;
the results of astrophysical experiments that are useful for the verification of such theories are outlined.

Concluding remarks about perspectives for the continuation of investigations are developed.

2. New-Particle Detection

The Berry geometrical phase is due to a nonrelativistic system, whose Hamiltonian
Hλ ≡ Hλ(λ1, λ2, ..., λn) depends continuously on a family of slowly changing parameters λi,
i = 1, ..., n [16]. In £ space dimensions, it determines a broken O(3) symmetry, as the HamiltonianHλ

does not commute with generators of an O(3) symmetry [17–19].
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Without following here the analyses of References [20,21], we report that, in curved spacetime,
the wavefunction can be factorized as

Φ(x) = e−iΦG(x)ϕ(x), (1)

with ΦG(x) being the gravitational part of the wavefunction,

ΦG(x) = −1
4

∫ x

P
dzσ(γασ,β(z)− γβσ,α(z))[(xα − zα)kβ − (xβ − zβ)kα] +

1
2

∫ x

P
dzσγασkσ, (2)

with plane-wave momentum kα satisfying kαkα = m2
k . This way, unless strong fine tunings are imposed

on ϕ(x) in Equation (1), there results broken O(3) 3-dimensional space symmetry.

2.1. Weak Gravitational Fields

In the case of broken O(3) space symmetry, the velocity-distribution function for velocities
characterizing the wavepackets is constructed originating quantum states describing asymptotical
(−∞) KLSZ states. In the case of a weak gravitational field, the velocity distribution for particles [22]
in the laboratory frame departs from that calculated on Minkowski flat spacetime as

fv =
1

8π3det[(ςv)2]
exp

[
−1

2
(~v−~v�)Tς−2

v (~v−~v�)
]

(3)

with ςv ≡ diag[ςx, ςy, ςz] as the velocity dispersion tensor, which encodes the solution to the Einstein
field equations (EFE’)speculiarity through its metric tensor components. This situation gives rise to a
velocity anisotropy:

β(r) ≡ 1−
ς2

y + ς2
z

2ς2
x

(4)

which can be detected by a ionization chamber able to recover the track parameters (X, Y, Z, θ, φ, S).
For the detection of dark matter, given a weakly-interacting massive particle (WIMP)χ of mass mχ,

from parameter space (mχ, ςi) it is possible to evaluate the WIMP-nucleon cross section σW−nucleon .
In Reference [22], a model-independent cross section of dark matter on protons ςi,p is found as

ςi ' 10−3 pb for scintillators targeted of CsI(Tl), 19 F [23,24], respectively.
F targets were studied in Reference [25] for Earth-based experiments analyzing atmospheric-origin

particles.
Detectors for anisotropic ultraenergetic cosmic rays of galactic origin are schematized in

References [26–28]; the dark-matter-induced symmetry violations are examined in [29].

2.2. Fractional Charge

An instrument aimed at detecting fractional-charge particles is the rotor electrometer. It was
designed as a Faraday container with an arbitrary high-impedance amplifier, endowed with copper
pads, for which different charges reach the container walls at different velocities, such that the time of
flight can be calculated, i.e., after a tuning the impedance suited for the charge to be detected [30,31].

For fractional quantum numbers, see also Reference [32].

2.3. Further Particles

Differently, the findings of References [33,34] can be compared. In Reference [34], the electric
dipole moment of the electron and that of the neutron are evaluated as a constraint to CP violation
arising from a broken SU(3)-symmetry, which can lead to theories characterized either by baryonic
number Nb or leptonic number Nl violation.

Proton–proton collision outcomes are interests of study at the LHC facility, see,
e.g., References [35,36], respectively.
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This phenomenon can be compared with broken spacial O(3) symmetry originating from a
geometrical Berry phase Equation (1) on curved spacetime, and the remaining degrees of freedom can
be used for further purposes. The difference can be confirmed by the individuation of sparticles whose
mass dispersion relation ∆mij for masses mij is given by

∆m2
jk

m2
0

=
λjλ
∗
k

π2 ln
MPl
MG

, (5)

where λi factorizes the (requested) coupling constant, m0 is the mass of the common (standard-model)
scalar (normalized to Planck mass MPl), and MG is the mass for a (massive) gravitational mode.

Interacting Further Particles

After the breach of higher-dimensional structures [37–40], nonperturbative degrees of freedom
give rise to Compton-length waves (particles) whose masses MC are comparable with Planck mass
MPl ; they interact very weakly and gravitationally. In particular, masses MC are of order MC ' R/MPl ,
with R the lower bound on the compactification (energy) scale, and their gravitational interaction can
modify ordinary Newtonian gravity.

A possibility was envisaged to verify the existence of particles such as those described by
Equation (5) by cantilever detectors and/or silicon-based microelectromechanical systems [38–40].
In the following, alternative procedures are proposed for the sake of comparison with other theories
and models.

2.4. Verifying New Particles by Alternative Experiments

Detectors for Earth-based experiments looking for WIMPs of mass mW , mW80Gev scattering on
smaller particles were proposed in Reference [41]; nevertheless, interaction signals happening in the
Sun are considered as well.

The main differences between generic light scalars and axions were discussed in Reference [42]
on the basis of P and T violations.The regions of the parameter space available for axions exclude,
by electric dipole moment bounds, those for a Fifth-Force recognition as spin-dependent and mediated
by an axion-like particle; nonetheless, for a generic scalar unaffected by CP violation, a Fifth-Force
description is still possible.

The signal containing a spin-flipping effect calculated after the cross section of the absorption by
a scanning Fabry-Pérot interferometer as a function of a ’relaxation time’ can be ’cleaned’ [43] in order
to obtain the true description of the emission rate and the absorption one.

For a beam of electrons prepared for a Fabry-Pérot interferometer according to a required velocity
distribution precision and (three-dimensional space) radial resolution, for Thomson scattering of
laser electrons from an electron beam, Doppler-shifted wavelength of photons backscattered under
180 degrees, velocity distribution radially resolved in space, absolute electron energy, and the degree
of space-charge compensation can be measured [44]. Measurement of longitudinal and transverse
electron temperature is determined up to a lower bound for the ratio, respectively, and it has an upper
bound (of 10/2) for velocity distribution. It further reveals fractional space-charge compensation;
moreover, it is suited for higher laser intensity, i.e., by appropriate placement and use of the cavity
mirrors of a confocal resonator.

This technique provides, for the first time, nondestructive measurement of velocity distribution
in an electron beam radially resolved in space. The results presented here comprise the direct
measurement of the absolute electron energy and the degree of space-charge compensation in the
electron beam. The determination of an upper bound of 10/2 for the ratio of longitudinal-to-transverse
electron temperature implies the first direct measurement of flattened velocity distribution.

Differently, it is also possible to look for new predicted particles by adapting previously proposed
experiments and apparati for the required tasks.
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Noise-minimization techniques involving changing mirror disposition for Michelson
interferometers were reviewed in Reference [45].

For nonlinear interferometers [46], optical switching (for example, but not only, of mirrors) can be
obtained via cross-phase modulation of a lossy (particle-beam) line, i.e., for a Sagnac interferometer.

The Sagnac effect can be explored by studying the role of spin-rotation coupling for circularly
polarized light in order to testify on the photon-helicity coupling to rotation: for this, an analogous
experiment of neutron interferometry can be performed [47]. The frequency shift and a constant optical
phase shift for the prepared beam of neutrons can be tested by multiplying angular velocity Ω by the
time of flight of a photon between two interferometers ends ∆t = l/c to obtain helicity-rotation phase
shift ∆Φ = 2Ωl/c as the same phase shift predicted in the rotating frame at the detector.

The presence of different particles in the (Earth-based) lab system, such as those described for
Equation (5), can be revealed by a different helicity-rotation phase shift ∆̃Φ.

Their gravitational and other kinds of interaction with neutrons in the prepared beam would
modify neutron kinetic energy Kn. Indeed, velocities ~v correspond to the average of the wavepacket of
the prepared neutron beam; should neutrons undergo interactions, their velocities after interaction(s)
~v′ = ~vn interact 6= ~v might be changed, i.e., in any case of inelastic scattering interaction(s).
The helicity-rotation phase shift(s) can be measured by evaluating the requested time for end-to-end
interferometer path covering, ∆t̃, their velocities ~vn interact 6= ~vn i ≡ c2~ki/ωi and their velocity
distribution, being Φ ≡ Φ(~k) and Φ′ ≡ Φ(~kinteract).

Differently, in the case of a weak gravitational field, the velocities of the new interacting particles
(not prepared in the neutron beam) in the experiment environment would be further modified,
e.g., such as established in Equation (3), for which different helicity-rotation phase shift(s) ∆̃Φ ′′ would
be detected.

The presence of different kinds of particles would be predictable in the case of different values
for ∆̃Φ ′′.

The effectiveness of a gravitational (but not necessarily only Berry) phase, such as the one in
Equation (2), multiplying wavefunction Equation (1) (from which the neutron wavepacket is prepared),
would lead to two different results, ∆̃ΦG

′′′ and ∆̃Φ ′′′ for the measures of the helicity-rotation phase
shift(s) according to whether the new particles interact gravitationally or not.

2.5. Semiclassical Descriptions

Analysis of a semiclassical regime for the quantum nature of gravity based on the notion of
precausality was developed in Reference [48]. Among precausality requirements, the necessity
to imply quantum modifications to matter fields rather than on the geometrical description of
spacetime was also established for lab experiments in Minkowski spacetime. In curved spacetime,
EFE nonlinearity plays a crucial role in determining the viability of a geometrical gravitational theory,
and as far as quantum-gravity corrections to nongravitationally interacting high-energy matter fields
are concerned [49].

Quantum optical corrections for Maxwell equations [5] are predicted for short-distance
experiments, for which a Fock occupation space can be defined for the quantum optical system.
Such corrections [50] can be framed within models interpreting the statistical correlations as the
outcome of theories with local hidden variables.

An experiment with correlated light beams in coupled interferometers allows for
semiclassical-limit analysis [51].

Among quantum (nonsemiclassical) effects, the production of Planck-sized black holes can be
discerned in this way [52].

The modification of the thermodynamical properties of macroscopic materials [53] can, after these
controls, be exploited to study the possibility of modified energy–momentum relations.

For low-energy matter fields, the phenomenon of gravitational decoherence can be investigated
by studying a quantum system interacting with the external environment. This way, a modification to
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the quantum fields brought by the (Minkowski) lab gravitational field can be modeled as spacetime
fluctuations of quantum-gravitational origin acting on the matter fields [54], as well as for experiments
taking place in larger scales than Planck length.

Quantum-gravitational decoherence can, in this way, be differentiated from quantum decoherence
by experiment settings including cold-ion traps [55].

The interpretation possibilities trapped-ion crystals and the generating functionals for
self-interacting scalar fields [55,56] further be done for Reference [57] determining the corresponding
two-point correlation function.

The correlation between quantum signals and interferometers was schematized in Reference [58]
by setting the different theoretical interpretation of two-mode squeezed vacuum states and two
independent squeezed states by considering the output states as influenced by the transmission
coefficient of the beam splitter.

Quantum fluctuations of electrons in a storage ring can further be modeled as a Markov process
for lattice-gauge theories [59].

Helium properties in several different aggregation states, by taking advantage of their features as
macroscopic quantum states [60], have been exploited and proposed to be exploited for the detection
of gravitational waves [61]. From a theoretical point of view, such experiments [62] allow to obtain
hints about the topology of the Riemannian manifold generated as an EFE solution, not only in the
weak-field limit. Applications for the determination of the mass of white dwarfs [63] and about the
evolution of galaxy formation [63] have also been performed.

The experimental device, consisting of fiberoptic gyroscopes, allow establish a reliable offset with
regard to the Earth-rotation effects [64]; the remaining noise can be studied as a quantum property of
the aggregation state of the material [65].

Semiclassical Experiments

The modification of energy–momentum dispersion relations (as from analysis of its spectral
decomposition) was proposed in the literature with the aim to propose properties of quantum
spacetime foam and some of its semiclassical limits features.

In particular, it is possible to study the phenomenological implication of the foamy structure by
investigating the properties of macroscopic materials with regard to their reflection and refraction
specificities by comparing the atoms and molecules constituting the solid-state structure, either
crystalline or amorphous. This is done by approximating the corresponding potential (wells) as
black-hole-like potentials. In this case, the chosen interacting particle (photon) is small enough with
regard to the potential wells and the Planck scale, but the experiment is conducted at length sizes
larger than the Planck scale [7,8]. The overall gravitational regime of the lab system, however, is still
Minkowskian, and there exists a valid paradigm to discriminate and calibrate interaction(s) between
the system and the external environment.

Photon transit in a (macroscopic) block of diaelectric material is supposed to cause a (photon)
momentum transfer; there exist appropriate temperatures at which a momentum change caused by the
diffractive diaelectric index, for which the momentum transferred to the block can produce appreciable
(position) reaction shift of the block as the photon exits the block. The diffractive diaelectric properties,
caused by its solid-state structure, can be approximated to the effects of a lattice of (small-size) black
holes, which can account for quantum-gravitational properties of the spacetime inside the block and,
in particular, its foamy features. The described experiment [6] consists of letting a photon cross a
block of diaelectric material of mass M̃ and volume VM̃ = L1L2L3, whose refraction index nre f can
be evaluated after the absolute value of the Poynting vector, and whose center of mass should have
moved of displacement ∆Xk at the exit of the photon after k double reflections, i.e.,

∆Xk = L1
hω

2πM̃c2 (n− 1 + 2k) (6)
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with ω being the frequency of the photon. Any modification to the measured displacement has to be
ascribed to quantum-gravitational phenomena, which can manifest in the modification of the photon
energy, in the modification of the diffraction index of the diaelectric block, and/or after the spacetime
foamy structure modifies the potential of the solid-state structure, photon energy, and their interaction.

3. Sky Investigations

3.1. ’Post-Keplerian’ Objects

The values of spin and of the orientation of the massive black hole at the galactic center can be
constrained by analyzing the motion of pulsars around it [66]. To do so, considering pulsar precession
or any other quantities averaged on it have proven less efficient than considering the pulsar as a test
particle moving in a Kerr metric. In the latter strategy at first PN order, no counterfilter has been
theorized that is able to remove the Keplerian [67] ’noise’ due to the other considered Newtonian
’material’ in the galactic region. In Reference [68], S stars are considered for their almost Keplerian
behavior from which perturbation due to a background Schwarzschild metric can be isolated; this way,
the black-hole-spin-induced quadrupole moment can be measured under the description of redshift
measurements distributed along the orbital path and more intensive at the pericenter. Under the
assumption of a different background metric, the orbit of the star is influenced by the spin of the
galactic black hole (BH) at PN order, as after analysis of photon-propagation delays, for which the
geodesics path is governed by a Hamiltonian

Hgeod = HMink + HSchw + HFD + Hq, (7)

where flat spacetime Hamiltonian, the Schwarzschild Hamiltonian, the frame-dragging Hamiltonian,
and the BH quadrupole moment have been defined, respectively: the Schwarzschild Hamiltonian is of
the v4 order, and both the frame-dragging Hamiltonian and the BH quadrupole moment one are of
the v6 order.

Further items of information can be obtained at the PN order for a star orbiting the galactic BH by
a Keplerian nonprecessing orbit by simplifying the stellar Doppler shift as described by PN parameter
β as β ≡ β(r; a)

β2 =
rs

r
− rs

2a
, (8)

with a being the orbital major semiaxis, and rs the Schwarzschild radius of the BH. The periapse shift
due to any kind of dark matter is negligible at this order.

The precession of a star orbiting the galactic BH can be expressed [69] as a function of astrometric
deviation δx, as a function of galactic BH spin χ and a, δx ≡ δx(χ, a)

δx = χ
1

a1/2(1− e2)3/2 (9)

For double-neutron-star binaries, orbital-period derivatives of orbital period ṗ can acquire
improvements by wide-bandwidth coherent-dispersion devices, as pointed out in References [70–72].

Appropriate controls from binary pulsar systems can [73] set upper and/or lower bounds on the
parameters and/or the parameter space of theories whose low-energy limit admits a strong-field limit,
different from GR, a different value for universal and/or a running Newton constant G, and on the
energy density of the low-frequency (limit of) gravitational waves.

By studying the rate equation for the derivative of mass M growth of a large body, given as Ω,
the Keplerian orbital frequency of the large body orbiting a star of mass M∗ at orbital distance α and
ΣP the surface density of the field planetesimals, R the radius of the large body, [74,75]

dM
dt

= πR2ΩΣPFG, (10)
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(References [76,77]), with FG as the gravitational focusing factor.
The magnitude of Neptune’s orbital expansion [78] has imposed a lower limit of about 5 AU;

numerical results indicate the inclination distribution as sensitive to the rate of orbital evolution for
giant planets, for which longer timescales of orbit evolution are correlated to higher inclinations.

For this, optical interferometers, infrared long-baseline and long-baseline (sub)millimeter
interferometers, and high-sensitivity infrared observatories, are compared.

3.2. Verifying New Celestial Bodies by Alternative Experiments

3.2.1. Optical Interferometers

Optical interferometers are useful in the study of galaxies, celestial bodies in galaxies,
and Newtonian and Keplerian material in and around them. Protoplanetary disks (i.e., around
a star) can be analyzed for the information they carry for structure evolution [79] for the role of grains,
dust, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and minerals. Extinction cross-section Cexti of a radiation field
with solid (macroscopic) particles equals that for absorption Cabs, summed to that for scattering Csca,
and also equals the imaginary part of total electric polarizability α expressed as the sum of the latter,
αjk̂

, in the three direction of the semiaxes, i.e., j = jx̂, jŷ, jẑ, of the ellipsoid-shaped orbiting particle
describing the grain, such as

Cexti = Cabs + Cabs = Im(α) = Im

[
V(ε1 + iε2 − εm)

$=3

∑
$=1

1
(εm + L$(ε1 + iε2 − εm))

]
(11)

with ε as the dielectric function, L$ geometrical factors such that ∑
$=3
$=1 L$ = 1, and m the complex

refractive index individuating (also) a mass, as solid materials are described by their own optical
constants. The presence of different kinds of dust individuates different sizes for the formation of
planets, as well as for their size (mass). The composition of dust and dust grains reveals structure age.
Spectral analysis reveals the composition in brain minerals, dust, dust grains, different kinds of dust,
and crystalline and amorphous material. Grain growth [80] can be individuated both by spectroscopy
and by mm observation according to grain size.

Dust-temperature determination can be achieved by analysis of different vibrations of the lattices
of heavy ions, and/or groups of ions having low bond energies, and/or when the signal-to-noise ratio
is high.

3.2.2. Transition Lines

Studying CO transition lines CO(3-2) or CO(2-1) at submillimetric (submm) scales allows one
to infer the interaction properties between a BH and a spheroidal celestial body (of comparable
features with regard to the former) [81], and helps shed light on the role of quasars and quasarlike
objects in the evolution of galaxies. Galaxy emission lines were partially surveyed in Reference [82].
The same emission lines also provide information on star-disk size. An increased ratio among the
lines might indicate [83] an increase of the temperature of the gas corresponding to the upper layers
of the disks; higher angular resolution for scanning the dust region might indicate the presence of
a warp; nevertheless, the variation of disk thinness is unlikely to be due to photoevaporation, grain
growth, and binarity. Differently, the presence of a planet could be considered as responsible for warp
shaping, the creation of an inner whole, and different angular resolutions for emission lines. Analysis
of mm continuum can also detect azimuthal morphology. Emission-line analysis allows to control the
spectral-energy distribution model, followed by the studied mechanism. CO (1-0) line observations
have proven [84] effective in detecting galaxy-forming areas, and areas up to the optical range.
The possibility of gravitational lensing for CO lines was discussed in Reference [85]. The detection of
acoustic modes was discussed in Reference [86] as far as mirror suspensions are concerned.
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3.2.3. Laser Interferometers

The use of sapphire crystals in laser interferometers was analyzed in Reference [87]. In restrictions
due to the availability of the medium, which can be at least partially overcome by applying temperature
gradient techniques, the interest in the detection of gravitational waves has been pointed out.
Thermoelastic noise can be reduced [88] by changing the beam shape as a non-Gaussian mesa-shaped
center-flat circular intensity profile by modifying the mirror shapes. This is necessary [89,90] to
improve the techniques with center-flat mirrors and mesa-shaped beam optical cavities. Tests for the
angular resolution [91] of a six-antenna millimeter radio interferometer that is able to detect, in a binary
system of two stars with their each own disk, two different angular variables. Uniform probability
distribution was chosen to impose a lower limit to the spectral index of one of the stars (Star A) as a
function of the parameters of the other star (Star B), achieving a 99.7% (3 σ) confidence level, not only
to determine different angular positions for two disks for Star A, but also to infer that they were not
on the same plane by the nondetection in the scattered light images (within interstellar and galactic
media) of the primary disk.

The emission from the target stars has mostly been modelled as thermal; nevertheless,
other (and/or further) nonthermal mechanisms, i.e, in this case, free–free and gyrosynchrotron
emissions, are eligible candidates to be supposed as a non-negligible fraction of the millimeter flux
in the observations. The reached angular resolution enabled upper and lower bounds on disk-grain
distribution (of Star A), and allowed for dust-deposit probability.

By the same device, it is possible to analyze [92] gaseous CO emission by the far quasar, its mass,
density and temperature, and put lower bounds by comparing the CO line-flux ratios to those of a
one-component large velocity gradient [93]. Excitation evaluation allows to evaluate on the quasar’s
gas and metallic enrichment. Dust emission and gas density at the given redshift allow to infer that
not only was star formation possible at the observed time, but also rapid-growth black-hole formation
at early cosmological times.

Appropriate continuum observations (at a millimeter scale) and the choice of molecular transitions
allow to gain information about the core centers of stars and disks. Mm-continuum observations of
two intermediate-mass star-forming regions up to high-mass star-forming regions, while the CN and
CS molecular line shows chemical and physical effects [94] that cannot be confused with the opacity
properties of celestial bodies. An increase of the dust opacity index and a decrease of the optical
depth allows to hypothesize the presence of grains at the core and/or disk centers. The choice
of opportune molecular-transition [95] lines allows to classify disk properties in star formation.
To analyze continuum observations [96], the increase of the opacity index caused by an insufficient
signal-to-noise ratio and UV coverage was proposed to ameliorate observations by increasing the
baseline length. For proposals to refine the signal from line contamination (from bolometer data), see,
e.g., Reference [97]. For a better opacity index, see Reference [98].

3.2.4. Baseline Interferometers

The detection-rate statistics of compact radio sources were analyzed for particular choices of sky
pixelization [99]. For a single-baseline interferometer, they can be detected iff the most flux density
coincides with that of a compact structure. Smaller, i.e., thinner, structures could be missed within this
investigation pattern.

Arm-cavity-mirror mechanical modes of interferometric detectors might cause parametric
instabilities. This instability can be dumped by adding a spring made of piezoelectric material with the
task of dumping to the amplifier circuit attached to the detector material, and an extra resistor with the
purpose of shunting, then linked to the ground of the circuit by electric wire [100]. The piezoelectric
material has the anisotropic structure of Reference [101], such that strain-energy dissipation in the
shunted piezoelectric material depends on the material’s geometric shape.

Differently, this problem was proposed to be overcome by choosing a cooled silicon mass for the
detector material [102].
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As far as long-baseline interferometers are concerned, the dust-evaporation boundary region in
young-stellar-object disks can be sufficiently resolved [103], such that the physics underlying grain
formation can be schematized.

For a single-baseline Earth-based interferometer, differential astrometric observations are affected
by stellar aberration in angular resolution [104]; variations of calibration terms among pixels of
interest must be introduced to avoid correlations between calibration summands, and both azimuthal
derivatives of the position-variable sky and equatorial angle, for which the former implies the lower
bound for the accuracy of the velocity absolute value.

3.2.5. Redshift Role

At a redshift of z = 6.419, transition lines CO (6-5) and CO (7-6) indicate that the behavior of the
interstellar gas allows for quick metal and dust enrichment; from the area of the molecular region and
the brightness of the transition lines it is possible to infer [92] star and massive-BH formation can occur
at the same cosmological epoch.

The stellar photosphere is suited for optical photometry in order to individuate emission regions
by simple geometrical models for sources in the IR. By suitably expressing spectral-energy distribution
for dust disks [105], upper and lower bounds for the dust-sublimation temperatures can be imposed
after the calculation of the size of the region where the phenomenon takes place, whose radius can be
parameterized as a square inverse function of dust temperature.

Calibration of source data and location ones can allow to Fourier-transform the (time) delay to
the (event) rate domain, to which appropriate filters can be applied [106] to eliminate radio-frequency
interference for early-cosmological investigation. By letting imaging scale as O(Nlog(N)), with N
being the number of data samples, it is possible to individuate sources at redshifts z̃, z̃ = 7 to
z̃ = 11 [107] to investigate the first epoch of star formation and of reionization. Therefore, weaker
sources can also be detected.

Laser-photocathode uses [108] are advantageous in laser interferometry as a coherent transition
radiation that can generate radiation is fully characterized by the square modulus of the Fourier
transform. The energy spectrum emitted by transition radiation is uniform, such that, according to
Reference [109], the frequency spectrum is only a(n exponential) function of the electron-beam form
factor. For celestial bodies emitting in the IR spectrum, this is a consistent optimization criterion for
system alignment.

4. Outlook

Planet formation can be individuated [110] by the spectral-energy distribution of the observed
lines and in the spectrum in the continuum.

The distribution of major exoplanet axes is best accounted for nonlinear model fitting, for which
the parameter space can be applied (Bayesian filters, described Markov chains).

Analysis of lines CO(1-0), CO(3-2) and CO(2-1) [111] can reveal the presence of large, massive,
cold molecular clouds that exist with kinetic temperatures close to that of CMBtemperature (in the
inner disks). Radial velocities and (position) offsets from the center of the star are measured, as well as
the CO(3-2) spectrum in mm (wave) array-device observations.

By the same techniques and infrared observations [112,113], for CO (1-0) line observations, we
can make numerical simulations [114] of the hydrodynamical properties of dust and gas morphology
at the central region of ionizing stars, for which phenomena of star-formation account and compensate
for the presence of nuclear gas according to star-formation rate.

Laser-frequency measurements [115] help calibrate frequency absolute and the long-term stability
of a fiber Fabry-Pérot interferometer. For small temperatures, i.e., for a spectrum of 1–3 ms−1, it is
possible to characterize the Doppler radial velocity shifts at the 1 ms−1 of exoplanets.
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Laser interferometers have proven efficient [116] in detecting particle interactions linearly in g,
such as spin-gravity coupling, and P- and T-violating interactions from an astrophysical point of view.
It may also apply to (integral-spin) dark-matter searches, as well as other kinds of investigations.

The existence of continuous spectra within the search for gravitational waves has led to the
individuation of planets, for which several techniques have been set.

The needed hypotheses for for adding five parameters describing generic elliptical orbits,
i.e., for eccentricities e, such that e ' 0.8 to computations for the computation of a monochromatic
source, were analyzed in Reference [117] for a radio pulsar orbiting a planet, both for Earth-based
detectors of gravitational waves as well as for interplanetary spacecrafts.

After pointing out spectral-analysis laser-frequency noise [118], time-delay-based interferometry
is effective in comparing different optical paths. By numerically simulating different times of travel,
it is possible to extract the spectrum signal of planets and other celestial bodies perturbing the gathered
signal in spacecraft interferometry in the Solar System. By numerically simulating parameterized
post-Newtonian (PPN) parameters β and γ for Solar System bodies for (geodesics) solutions to the
variation of the metric, the opportune time is delayed.

Within gravitational-wave observations, it is possible [119] to discover planets either orbiting
compact binaries or passing close to them, with masses of around ∼ 2× 1030g, even at redshift z ∼ 1.
It is possible to resolve an inflation stochastic GW background in frequency range fmin ∼ 0.2 Hz
and fmax ∼ 1 Hz. By gravitational-wave-detecting in space, at fmin or lower frequency f ≤ fmin,
it is possible to resolve extragalactic white-dwarf binaries, and, at higher frequencies, f ≥ fmin,
cosmological double neutron-star binaries and double black-hole binaries or black hole–neutron star
binaries by assuming a nearly-flat noise spectrum.

Ultrashort-period exoplanets can be discovered [120] as weak sources of gravitational waves
close to binary systems, according to the frequencies of emitted gravitational waves fgr > 10−4 Hz.
By cumulative periastron shift, it is possible to express luminosity as a frequency function, as, usually,
the ratio between the apparent luminosities of exoplanets and other celestial bodies to other binary
systems reaching Earth-based detectors is widely resolved.

The atmosphere of extrasolar planets orbiting a star is possible by differential-phase measurements
near the IR spectrum [121] by the brightness ratio of the planet and star.Indeed, after the possibility
of angularly resolving the star, optimization of statistical tests for orbital and spectral parameters is
possible. In case the planet’s revolution time is not negligible, such optimization could, therefore,
be lowered.

In particular, it is possible [122] to evaluate atmosphere cross section as a wavelength function,
such as Rayleigh scattering and refraction, i.e., from 115 to 1000 nm, from UV O2 absorption. As a
result, it is possible to infer whether atmosphere for a given planet exists, and to establish the chemical
elements or process that determine the planetary radius to near-IR refraction.

Microarcsecond resolution allows for astrometry measurements about the nuclei of active galaxies,
and accretion disks of supermassive black holes and their the relativistic jets. Precision allows for the
verification of stellar and galactic structure, as well as hypotheses about dark matter and cosmology
back to star-formation times, small-scale investigations of quasar and AGN cores, and to investigate
binary supermassive black holes.

At microarcsecond precision, the astrometric revelation of quasar parallaxes is rendered
accessible [123], which allows to analytically investigate, at the cosmological scale, the parameter
space possibly needed to describe dark energy. Indeed, a direct geometric measurement is free of
astrophysical systematic effects. The particle-induced effects are summarizzed in [124–134].

By means of far-IR coherent interferometry, even close to quantum noise, it is possible for an
interferometer to individuate an Earth-like planet. At high spectral resolution, precise measurements
of atmospheric temperature and molecules, pressure, and composition are achievable.

Particle quantum properties and the quantum features of spacetime at Planckian lengths allow to
investigate the semiclassical limit of quantum-gravitational expressions. Quantum optical systems
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resulting in aggregation states of matter allow to account for such quantum features for phenomena
taking place at scales larger than the Planckian, for (lab) experiments, and for observational surveys
taking place in the background (Minkowski) flat spacetime [5–8].

The paper was organized as follows.
In Section 1, the main motivations for the paper were presented.
In Section 2, theories predicting new features for experimentally known particles and new particles

were recalled to specify which experiment systems could be useful for their verification.
In Section 3, experiment devices and techniques were recalled for the verification of fundamental

features, such as planet and exoplanet formation and structure, of standard cosmology, were outlined.
In Section 4, brief remarks about perspective investigations were proposed.
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